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three o'clock in the afternoon, and Winston was cajoled and
scolded and induced to give me a short sitting. I got him on
to the revolving stand alongside his head of clay. He dis-
covered he was near enough to touch it and began to model
something on the shoulder. First he was interested; after a
while he was absorbed; it seemed to affect him as it did me the
first time I ever touched clay. He said:
" But you can do anything with it! "
At six o'clock one of his children came into the room and
informed us that tea was ready, but at his own request we
went on working ! This was really the beginning and the end
of Winston's "bust." I never got him to sit again and I did
not need to. But when I went up to my room to dress for
dinner I threw myself on the bed and lay almost comatose with
exhaustion.
Those were great Sundays. All sorts of interesting people
who came for the afternoon stayed for dinner, and either we
danced after, or if he was in the mood, Winston wouldhold forth
on some subject or other. Whatever he discussed he always
did it forcefully, and even on subjects of which he knew nothing
he brought new ideas to bear. He would, for instance, hold his
own with John Lavery; he had theories about painting and
analysed them. He had, in fact, more ideas on the subject
than the professional painter. The one only knows how he
paints, but Winston knows also why he paints ! He produced
a theory about brains, which, he said, could be put to any use
in any channel. Given the brain-power, it was possible, he
thought, to switch it on or off at will, as he did for instance from
politics to painting, as Michael Angelo could from sculpture to
poetry, and Leonardo da Vinci from painting to engineering.
According to this theory any intellectual could become an
artist. (The opposite, however, does not apply, for a talented
artist may be quite a dull if not a stupid person!) He told me
one evening as he leaned against the mantelpiece, after dinner,
that;
" In my next incarnation (!) I mean to be a woman, I mean
to be an artist, I shall be free, and I shall have children 1! "
This was to impress upon me how fortunate I was.   I did not
need to be told so.

